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About This Game

Help Annie build a farm and prepare for her wedding in Farm Tribe 2! This time around, you’ll need to restore a once glorious
mansion and return an old farm to life, all the while earning enough money for Annie's impending wedding ceremony. You’ll be
in charge of hiring and training workers, creating a thriving market and even building a farmyard! An excellent strategy game

with a fascinating plot and an unexpected ending.

Unique gameplay
Discover the secret of the old mansion

Prepare for the wedding!
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The game randomly stops working for no reason. It doesn't freeze and I can still access the panel options but nothing progresses
in the game. The waiters, chef's and customers just stand there and the time keeps ticking away.. Its a good game with modest
goals, but severe lack of updates gives it a feeling that it will never be finished. I enjoy the game for what it is, but I think the
money i spent on this game will not be worth it in the end. Get this game if you just want an RTS with 3 missions and 2 skirmish
maps, for it will never be done and your money wasted.. This app helped me a lot, gave me a boost in fps and put my pc faster..
game. no new and innovative items. bugs. bugs. aaand its just boring.. There's not a whole lot here yet, but what is here is top-
notch. Combat is challenging and has a surprising amount of depth, and the simple stealth mechanics work fantastically.
Platforming is tight and precise and rapid. These guys know what they're doing.. It is a pain in
the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665to get it working properly at full resolution, but once you do it is good game, and I think
that modern developers looking into doing or updating sims like this should look at it because there are very good ideas.

As for the simulation part, when it comes to flying this is not a DCS, not even an FSX. The flight model is not hardcore, but for
the time it came out it is very decent, and you get G visual and sound effects.

The only thing wrong with the game is that you have to edit a file and run it to get a proper resolution, because the config tool
doesn't work. And also some people have reported problems when trying to run it, like the game not loading. Also a manual
would be nice, but with a bit of trial and error you will get to know the keys and what do the markers mean, etc...

Normally I would give this a negative review because all the problems we get in this version, and because the
publishers\/devs\/people who brought it to steam don't seem to care enough, and haven't solved this problems yet... But as there
are enough negative reviews my positive review goes for the actual game when you got it running
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All this game is text and reading, I saw no judge simulator in this. I only saw text and no consquience while playing it. I am
sorry, but I can only recommend not buying this game. Apperently the company no longer exist, as the game site is available, but
the company site isn't. I experienced a problem after 5 hours of game play. Too late for a refund. I requested one because the
game quit working. Run time error, and steam support directed me to a non existant site. A real shame, because I liked the
game, but why buy if there's no support?. Amazing and underrated!. boring game. terrible movement with keyboard controls..
The "OG" game. I think it's better than the free variant just due to it having a more developed single player, which is the only
thing you can play nowadays. There is no multiplayer. Matchmaking requires a lobby of 8 members and the highest I was ever
in had 4. It won't start until full and I waited almost 2 hours for the lobby to fill. No dice. The problem is I can't really
reccomend it because I only found it fun when I was in multiplayer, back when people played this game.. Choose your own
adventure game, i used to have many books like this some fifteen years ago, even though i recently saw them appear on Steam i
never bought one.
This one being set during the Far West period (not sure if you really call this period that name in english?) and the price not
being too steep i decided to make the jump.

What a good decision it was, since i picked it up i haven't been able to stop till now to write this review. Story is good, it seems
that the decision you make really influence the plot, romance isn't taking too much of the script which is good since i hate when
these things takes a too big part in game or films.

If you have a decent english level especially a decent vocabulary and a good reading comprehension you shouldn't have too
much trouble to understand everything.

This reminds me of the great serie Deadwood. (watch it if you haven't yet)

Do I recommend this game? Yep, two thumbs up.. Terrible writing skills (not talking about the bad english). Not sure the story
is about. Can't tell who is a guy or girl in this game. Stay away. I have to say I love this game and have put a lot of time into it.
The art style is a massive improvement over the original Treasure Adventure Game. The gameplay has been much smoother but
still feels familiar to those who come directly from TAG. The levels are pretty faithful, but include remixes in designs to keep
the game fresh. Combined with the new art the levels look wonderful.

After putting so much time in the game I can say it's hard to go back to TAG, TAW is a much improved experience.

Plus, the soundtrack is worth it on it's own.
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